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Duration of Events - Calculation 
Time 16 

We have included the starred Levels with a logical basis to the grade Level, in this assessment, allowing children to 
demonstrate their highest Level of understanding. If children are familiar with models other than these, they may demonstrate 

their understanding using those. 
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PRE - ASSESSMENT 

Select the Level that allows you to demonstrate your highest understanding. 

Time on the hour 

1. Draw an analog clock. 

2. Draw the hands to show a time at o’clock. 

3. Record the time as ‘____ o’clock’ under the clock. 

4. Record the time as ‘____ : 00’ under the clock. 

Time on the half hour 

1. Draw an analog clock. 

2. Draw the hands to show a time at half past. 

3. Record the analog time as ‘half past ____’ under the clock. 

4. Record the digital time as ‘____ : ____’ under the clock. 

Time at quarter past 

1. Draw an analog clock. 

2. Draw the hands to show a time at quarter past. 

3. Record the analog time as ‘quarter past ____’ under the clock. 

4. Record the digital time as ‘____ : ____’ under the clock. 

Time at quarter to 

1. Draw an analog clock. 

2. Draw the hands to show a time at quarter to. 

3. Record the analog time as ‘quarter to ____’ under the clock. 

4. Record the digital time as ‘____ : ____’ under the clock. 

Time to the minute  

1. Draw an analog clock. 

2. Draw the hands to show a time to the minute. 

3. Record the analog time as ‘____ past ____‘  or  ‘____ to ____’ under the clock. 

4. Record the digital time as ‘____ : ____’ under the clock. 

 
Convert between time units  

1. Record an amount of time in days. Convert to hours. 

2. Record an amount of time in hours. Convert to minutes 

3. Record an amount of time in minutes. Convert to seconds 
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POST - ASSESSMENT Select the Level that allows you to demonstrate your highest understanding. 

Time on the hour 

1. Draw an analog clock. 

2. Draw the hands to show a time at o’clock. 

3. Record the time as ‘____ o’clock’ under the clock. 

4. Record the time as ‘____ : 00’ under the clock. 

Time on the half hour 

1. Draw an analog clock. 

2. Draw the hands to show a time at half past. 

3. Record the analog time as ‘half past ____’ under the clock. 

4. Record the digital time as ‘____ : ____’ under the clock. 

Time at quarter past 

1. Draw an analog clock. 

2. Draw the hands to show a time at quarter past. 

3. Record the analog time as ‘quarter past ____’ under the clock. 

4. Record the digital time as ‘____ : ____’ under the clock. 

Time at quarter to 

1. Draw an analog clock. 

2. Draw the hands to show a time at quarter to. 

3. Record the analog time as ‘quarter to ____’ under the clock. 

4. Record the digital time as ‘____ : ____’ under the clock. 

Time to the minute  

1. Draw an analog clock. 

2. Draw the hands to show a time to the minute. 

3. Record the analog time as ‘____ past ____‘  or  ‘____ to ____’ under the clock. 

4. Record the digital time as ‘____ : ____’ under the clock. 

 Convert between time units  

1. Record an amount of time in days. Convert to hours. 

2. Record an amount of time in hours. Convert to minutes. 

3. Record an amount of time in minutes. Convert to seconds. 

Calculate Duration  

1. Record a time on an analog clock. 

2. Record a later time on an analog clock 

3. Calculate duration from the earlier time to the later time. 
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